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ABSTRACT 
We characterize in a computationally useful way eigenvalues of Hermitian matrices 
that have undergone finite (i.e., noninfinitesimal) changes that are of restricted rank 
in an appropriate sense. We develop and specialize the techniques of Weinstein- 
Aronszajn intermediate problems to this task and offer here what could be termed a 
matrix oriented treatment of the theory. New proofs for the basic results are offered, 
as well as several new results dealing with the interconnection of modification types 
and a priori inclusion and exclusion bounds for the modified eigenvalues. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this article, we characterize in a computationally useful way eigenval- 
ues of Hermitian matrices that have undergone noninfinitesimal changes that 
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are of restricted rank in an appropriate sense. We develop and specialize the 
techniques of Weinstein-Aronszajn intermediate problems to this task and 
offer here what could be termed a matrix oriented treatment of the theory. 
Recall that in its usual Hilbert-space setting the Weinstein-Aronszajn theory 
of intermediate problems deals primarily with the systematic construction 
and analysis of comparison operators for establishing bounds, especially lower 
bounds, for eigenvalues of self-adjoint, lower semibounded operators. Al- 
though the principal thrust of the theoretical developments and of the 
applications over the past fifty years has been toward lower bounds to 
eigenvalues of operators of the sort that arise in mathematical physics and 
technical mechanics, it has always been evident that the theory is directly 
applicable to matrix eigenvalue problems as well. In fact, it has recently 
become quite clear that these ideas hold great promise in large-scale matrix 
computation. In this paper, we introduce the basic features of the theory with 
new proofs, evaluate deeper interconnections among the various types of 
matrix modifications possible, and give several new error estimates in the 
finite-dimensional setting. 
For spectral approximation of Hilbert-space operators, the key tool and 
major focus of intermediate-problem methods is a finite-dimensional per- 
turbation matrix-the Weinstein-Aronszajn (WA) matrix-which char- 
acterizes the eigenvalues of a selfadjoint operator defined as an appropriate 
finite rank change of a “base operator” for which spectral information is 
presumed known a priori. In the Hilbert-space setting a variety of changes 
may be considered: domain restriction (Weinstein problems [ZS]), domain 
extension (generalized Rayleigh-Ritz problems [l]), and direct operator mod- 
ification (Aronszajn problems [2]). Historically, operator perturbation prob- 
lems in this context have always been limited to positive or negative 
semidefinite changes. In our work here, however, we drop this limitation and 
are able to consider indefinite changes directly. In each case the WA matrix 
arises naturally as a Schur complement of an appropriate matrix pencil. This 
allows great simplification in proofs over what is usual in the general 
Hilbert-space setting. 
The essential idea of intermediate problems was introduced in 1935 by A. 
Weinstein [27] to obtain lower bounds to the buckling loads of a clamped 
square plate under compression. His approach involved systematically re- 
stricting a differential quadratic form to a sequence of nested decreasing 
subspaces of (increasing) finite codimension. He then obtained improving 
bounds by exactly resolving the induced sequence of intermediate operator 
eigenvalue problems through consideration of the zeros and poles of the 
determinant of the matrix that now bears his name. The underlying princi- 
ples of this domain restriction process were then laid out by Weinstein [28], 
and later he and Aronszajn [3] placed them in an operator-theoretic frame- 
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work. Somewhat later Aronszajn [2] greatly extended the range of applicabil- 
ity of intermediate-problem methods through a similar characterization of the 
eigenvalues of a self-adjoint operator changed by the addition of a positive 
semidefinite symmetric operator having finite rank. It is very significant that 
the characterizations introduced by Weinstein and Aronszajn eventually 
permitted explicit computation of eigenvalue bounds that were otherwise 
unobtainable. In fact, over the past thirty years intermediate-problem tech- 
niques have been used with striking computational success on a large variety 
of operator eigenvalue problems from application areas such as quantum 
mechanics, electrodynamics, structural vibration, and hydrodynamics. In 
quite a different context, the characterizations of Weinstein and Aronszajn 
have also been extended and used to represent relatively compact perturba- 
tions of closed operators defined in a Banach space [20,21]. The monographs 
by Gould [17], Weinstein and Stenger [29], and Weinberger [26] cover the 
foundations of the theory and survey a variety of applications. For more 
recent applications of intermediate-problem techniques see for example [5], 
[13], [14], and [15]. 
At least for the case of rank-one matrix modifications, precise character- 
izations of the perturbed matrix eigenvalues equivalent to those offered by 
Weinstein and Aronszajn certainly have been known for some time-inde- 
pendent of the Weinstein-Aronszajn theory. L&vner, in his article on mono- 
tone matrix functions [22], appears to have been the first to characterize in 
this way the eigenvalues of Hermitian matrices subject to Hermitian changes 
of rank one (which can be viewed as Aronszajn problems). Thompson [24] 
characterized the eigenvalues of rank-one matrix restrictions in an article 
linking the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix with the eigenvalues of its 
principal submatrices (an example of a Weinstein problem), thus providing 
the analytical machinery for extensions of the Cauchy interlace theorem. In 
demonstrating sufficiency for the Cauchy interlace theorem, Fan and Pall 
[ 111 also characterized the eigenvalues of Hermitian rank-one matrix exten- 
sions of a Hermitian matrix for which spectral information was known (an 
example of a generalized Rayleigh-Ritz problem). Golub derived chracteriza- 
tions for both rank-one restriction and rank-one modification problems (as 
well as considering a host of related problems) with an eye toward the 
development of practical computational techniques. In each of these cases, 
the derived characterizations may be identified with what are often referred 
to as Aronszajn’s formulas [17]. These relationships are described and inde- 
pendently rederived for general rank changes in Section 3. 
Opening an exciting current line of research, the formulas found by 
Liiwner and by Golub formed the basis of a fast computational algorithm by 
Bunch, Nielsen, and Sorensen [7] that calculates spectral information for a 
matrix after addition of a rank-one matrix. Using this rank-one updating 
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scheme as a basic building block, Cuppen [8] developed a novel divideand- 
conquer approach to the diagonalization of symmetric tridiagonal matrices 
that was a radical departure from the standard QR-QL algorithms. Remark- 
ably, an implementation by Dongarra and Sorensen [lo] of Cuppen’s al- 
gorithm, which is well suited to parallel computer architectures, appears to be 
the fastest known diagonalization algorithm for some classes of matrices, even 
on sequential machines. All of these striking recent results depend essentially 
on the successive use of rank-one modifications. In contrast, our results are 
unfettered by rank and offer here a theoretical structure allowing direct 
consideration of arbitrary rank modifications to matrix eigenvalue problems. 
2. PROBLEM SETTINGS AND NOTATION 
We shall generally consider extensions, restrictions, and direct element 
modifications of a base matrix B, which we take to be an m X m Hermitian 
matrix. The spectrum of B is denoted as 
u(B)= {PiILl 
with 
We denote the result of the change as A, which will be an n X n Hermitian 
matrix with spectrum 
o(A)= {Xi}n-l 
satisfying 
For clarity, subscripts are occasionally included on the zero matrix 0 and the 
identity matrix I to denote their dimension. As is usual, the conjugate 
transpose of a matrix M is denoted by M*. 
We define the perturbation categories of interest in the following way: 
(a) Extension problem. Here m < n and the extension rank is k = n - 
m. The extended matrix A is given as 
A= B ’ 
[ 1 C* D (2.1) 
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WithCECmxk and D = D* E C k xk. Our standard formulation of this eigen- 
value problem will be 
(B-A)x+Cy=O, 
C*x+(D-h)y=O. 
(2.2) 
(b) Restriction problem. Here m > n and the restriction rank is k = m 
- n. The restricted matrix A is given as 
A = P*BP, (2.3) 
where P E Cmx” is a given matrix with n orthonormal columns. Let Q E 
C mxk be any matrix with k orthonormal columns such that P*Q = 0. 
Observe that PP* and QQ* are orthogonal projections onto the mutually 
orthogonal subspaces Ran(P) and Ran(Q), respectively, so that I - QQ* = 
PP*. Hence the eigenvalue problem 
P;BPz - Xz = 0 (2.4) 
is equivalent to the eigenvalue problem 
(B - X)Pz - QQ*BPz = 0. 
Equivalently, this may be written as 
(B-X)x+Qy=O 
subject to the side condition 
Q*x = 0. 
(2.5) 
(2.6a) 
(2.6b) 
To see this, observe that if (2.4) holds, then (2.5) and (2.6) hold with x = Pz 
and y = - Q*BPz. Conversely, if (2.6a) and (2.6b) each hold for some x and 
y that are not both trivial, note first that (2.6b) implies that x = Pz for some 
z E C”. Then apply Q* to (2.6a) and solve for y to produce y = - Q*BPz. 
Thus X is an eigenvalue of (2.5) and hence of (2.4) as well. For restriction 
problems we shall take (2.6) as our standard problem formulation. 
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(c) Modification probhn. Here m = n and the modified matrix A takes 
the form 
A=B+H,, (2.7) 
where H,=H,*EC”~” and the modification rank is k = rank(Hk). It is a 
simple matter to show that H, = QSQ* for some Q E C nxk with orthonormal 
columns and some nonsingular S = S* E C kx k In order to obtain our eigen- . 
value-problem formulation, observe that 
(A-X)X=@-A)x+QSQ*X=O (2.8) 
is equivalent to 
(B-X)x+Qy=O, 
(2.9) 
Q*x - S-‘y = 0. 
We shall take (2.9) as our reference formulation for the element modifica- 
tion problem. 
The alternative formulations (2.2), (2.6), and (2.9) share the advantage of 
having the rank-k aspect of the perturbation split away from the rest of the 
problem. We shall see in Section 3 how this can be used to good effect. 
For each problem type we may obtain a matrix pencil in C(m+k)x(m+k) 
that is naturally associated with the eigenvalue problem for A: 
(a) Extension problem. Define M,(X) by 
M,(X)=[BC;h ’ 1. 
D-X 
(b) Restriction problem. Define M,(X) by 
Mm = [ Bi*” 71. 
(c) Modification problem. Define M,(X) by 
%(A)= ‘;*A [ $]. 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
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For each problem type one can read off from (2.2), (2.6), or (2.9) that (2.10) 
(2.11), or (2.12) is singular if and only if h is an eigenvalue of A. This we 
state as 
THEOREM 2.1. For extension, restriction, or modification eigenvalue 
problems defined by (2.2), (2.4), or (2.8), respectively, X is an eigenvalue of 
A if and only if det M(h) = 0, where M(X) is the matrix pencil given by 
(2. lo), (2.1 l), or (2.12) respectively. 
3. FUNDAMENTAL RESULTS 
In this section we shall use the fundamental relationships between the 
matrix pencils M(h) corresponding to a changed eigenvalue problem and the 
corresponding WA matrix W(X) for the same problem. The WA matrices 
play a key role in these problems, for the characterization and computation of 
their eigenvalues has for the most part been accomplished by implementing 
directly or indirectly Aronszajn’s rule, which gives the eigenvalues in terms of 
the zeros and of the poles of the determinants of the WA matrices. Very 
recently Beattie [4] gave new characterizations for intermediate problem 
eigenvahres in the Hilbert-space setting in terms of the inertias of the WA 
matrices. These are equivalent to Aronszajn’s rule, but they are much simpler 
to implement and appear to offer a basis for new powerful computational 
algorithms (e.g., see [6]). Here we shall derive both Aronszajn’s and Beattie’s 
characterizations by means of direct and easily accessible matrix proofs. 
To start with we record the WA matrices that are associated with the 
three eigenvalue problems that we introduced in the last section. These 
matrices arise in a natural way from (2.2), (2.6), or (2.9) when x is solved for 
in terms of y while assuming that X is not an eigenvalue of B. We note in 
passing that in a Hilbert-space setting this is spontaneous, since x is generally 
then an element of an infinite-dimensional space while y remains a vector in 
Ck: 
(a) extension problem, 
W,(A)=C*(B-A)-‘C-(D-X); (3.1) 
(b) restriction problem, 
W,(A)=Q*(B-h)-‘Q; (3.2) 
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(c) modification problem, 
W,(X)=S-‘+Q*(B-A)-‘Q. (3.3) 
For restriction and modification problems, the WA matrices are de- 
termined by the statement of the problem only up to a unitary transforma- 
tion. For restrictions, the choice of Q is arbitrary as long as Q*P = 0 and 
Q*Q = I,; thus Q is arbitrary up to a unitary transformation, i.e., the matrix 
Q = QU, where U is any k X k unitary matrix, will do just as well. Thus for a 
given P, the WA matrix is arbitrary up to a unitary transformation. The same 
prevails for direct modification. This follows because a decomposition of H, 
as QSQ* is arbitrary up tt a +tary transformation. In fact, H, = @Q* 
works just as well, where Q = QU and S = U*SU; thus for a given H, the 
corresponding WA matrix is again determined only up to a unitary transfor- 
mation. 
In each case W(X) E C kxk and is related to M(A) by 
W(X) = - [M(A)/@ - A)], (3.4) 
where [M(X)/(B - X)] denotes the Schur complement of B - X in M(X) 
WI. 
The principal results of this section are three theorems that give for 
finite-dimensional spaces both the Aronszajn formulas relating the WA de- 
terminants to the eigenvalues of the matrices A and B and the Beattie 
spectrum slicing formulas. We first introduce some additional notation. 
We define Df [M] and D- [M] to be the numbers of nonnegative and 
nonpositive eigenvalues respectively of the Hermitian matrix M (i.e., the 
nonnegative and nonpositive inertias of M). The number of eigenvalues of B 
less than or equal to a real number X is denoted by N,(A). The like quantity 
for A is denoted by N,(h). 
THEOREM 3a. Let A be the result of a rank-k extension of B determined 
by (2.1), i.e., 
A= B c [ 1 C* D’ 
The WA extension matrix may be identified with the Schur complement of 
M,(X) with respect to B - X, 
w,(X) = - [M,@)/(B - A>] y 
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and we have 
(3.5) 
and 
N*(X)=Na(A)+D+[W,(X)I. (3.6) 
Proof. (The proof follows easily from results given in [18] or [23]; 
however, we include the following simple demonstration here.) For X G a(B), 
we may form the triangular factorization of M,(X) as 
(3.7) 
where 
0 1 I * 
Since detL = 1, we have 
fi(h,-h)=detM.(h)=(-l)kifir(pi-X)detW.(h). 
i-l 
From the Sylvester law of inertia [19] we may also assert 
N,(X) = D- [M=(X)] = D- [B - h] + D- [ -W,(X)] 
=&(X)+0+ [W,(A)]. n 
Similar results 
THEOREM 3b. Let A be the result of a rank-k restriction of B de- 
termined by 
A = P*BP, 
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where P E C mxn has mutually orthogonal columns and k = m - n. The WA 
restriction matrix may be identified with the Schur complement of B - A in 
M,(h), 
W,(h) = - [M,(h)/@ - A>] > 
and we have 
and 
N’(X) = N,(h)+ D+ [Wr(X)] -k. 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
Proof. From the spectral decomposition of A we have 
PP*(B-X)P=(B-X)P-QQ*BP=P(A-h). 
LetYbethekxnresidualmatrix -Q*BP,andTbethe(m+k)x(m+k) 
matrix given by 
We compute 
Q*(BOh)Q ; . 1 (3.10) I 0 
Since T is block triangular with unitary matrices on the diagonal, we see that 
]detTJ = 1 and that (3.10) is a congruence transformation. Note that the 
matrix 
Q*@-X)Q 1 
I 0 1 
has its eigenvalues given by [CT, f (uf + 4)‘12]/2, where ui are the eigenvalues 
of Q*(B - X)Q; h ence it has exactly k positive and k negative eigenvalues, 
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and its determinant equals ( - l)k, independent of Q, B, and A. Hence 
detM,(X)=( -l)*tfil(h,-h) (3.11a) 
and 
D- [M,(X)] = N*(X)+ k. (3.11b) 
Similarly, when h 4 o(B), the triangular decomposition 
B;A _$) L* 
r 1 
can be formed with 
0 1 1 * 
This gives immediately 
detM,(X) = (- l)k fi (pi- A)detW,(X) 
i=l 
(3.12a) 
and 
D- [M,(VI =%@)+D+ [w,<~>l. 
Combining (3.11) and (3.12) gives the conclusions. 
(3.12b) 
n 
THEOREM 3c. Let A be the result of adding a Hermitian rank-k matrix to 
B as shown by 
A=B+QSQ*, 
where Q E Cnxk has orthmwrmu 1 columns and S E C kx k is Hermitian and 
nonsingular. The WA modification matrix can be identified with the Schur 
complement 
WA(~) = - [M,@)/(B - A>] > 
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detW&(X) = detS_’ 
Il~x_l(hi - h) 
nF=“-l(Pi - A) 
and 
N,(X) =N,(A)+ D+ [W*(h)] -D+ [S]. 
Proof. We define Y to be SQ*, and T to be 
T= I o 
[ 1 Y I’ 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
and then compute 
T*M,(X)T= *gh 
[ 
$1. 
As in Theorem 3b, T is block triangular with unitary diagonal blocks, so that 
detM,(X) = (- l)“detS-’ fi (hi-X) 
i=l 
and 
D- [M,(X)] = N,(X)+ D+ [S]. 
We also compute the triangular decomposition of M,(A) as 
with 
0 
I 
1 * 
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From this we then obtain 
detM,(X) = ( - I)” fi (pi - h)detW,(X) 
i=l 
and 
D- [MA(~)] = b(X) + D+ [K(X)]. 
The expressions for det M,(X) and D- [Mh( A)] are combined to reach the 
conclusions of the theorem. n 
Equations (3.5), (3.8), and (3.13) are generally referred to as Aronszajn 
formulas [17]. In the rankone case they become scalar identities that have 
been independently derived in [ll], [16], [22], and [24] (as we mentioned in 
the introduction). We note in passing that the proofs of Theorems 3a-3c 
could be shortened by utilizing results from [18] and [23]. 
The spectrum-slicing formulas (3.6), (3.9) and (3.14) provide information 
of great computational value, especially in circumstances where the WA 
matrix is cheap to evaluate. In most cases the ease of evaluating the WA 
matrix depends on having the resolvent (B - h)-l easily available, which 
happens, in particular, when a spectral decomposition for B is at hand. For 
example, if B =VZV* is the spectral decomposition of B, then a WA 
modification matrix could be formed as W,(X) = 8 ’ + (V*Q)*(Z - 
A)-‘(V*Q). S’ il im ar expressions may be deduced for extension and restriction 
problems. If V*Q is computed and stored initially, the dominant cost is on 
the order of m2k floating-point operations per evaluation. Upon evaluating 
the WA matrix, one may then compute its inertia efficiently from an LDL* 
or similar factorization (see, e.g., [9, Section 51). The value of Nn(X) is found 
at the trivial cost of a table lookup on the (known) eigenvalues of B. Thus, the 
spectrum-slicing formulas provide an easy mechanism for counting the eigen- 
values of A in any given interval and may be used to localize any desired 
subset of the eigenvalues of A in much the same way as Strum sequence- 
bisection techniques are used in polynomial root finding. 
4. DUALITY 
Although we have been considering the matrix A as the result of changing 
the matrix B, it is obvious that what is being changed into what depends on 
the point of view. For example, if we change B into A by adding H,, we 
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could as well view B as the result of modifying A by adding - H,. Similarly, 
if A is an extension of B, then B may be viewed as a restriction of A. It is 
natural for this duality to be reflected in a relationship between pairs of 
corresponding WA modification matrices. 
The link between the WA matrices is established through a connection 
between resolvent formulas that we explore in the following Iemma. For each 
type of change, it gives an expression for the changed resolvent operator 
(A - A)-’ in terms of the original resolvent (B - X)-l. 
LEMMA. We have the following resolvent formulas: 
(a) Extension: 
(Bmgh)el ’ 
T* -we-y A) 1 (4.1) 
with 
-(B-X)-‘C . 
I I 
(b) Restriction: 
(A-h)-‘=P*(B-A)-‘P-P*(B-A)-‘QW;~@)Q*(B-A)-’P. 
(4.2) 
c) Modification: 
(A-X)-‘=(B-~)-‘-(B-A)-‘QW,-~(~)Q*(B-~)-~. (4.3) 
Proof. Tbe relation (4.1) is a simple consequence of Equation (3.7). 
For (4.2) we notice first that from (3.2) it follows that 
Q*[(B-X)-‘-(B-X)-‘QW;~(X)Q*(B-X)-’] =o; (4.4) 
hence PP* acts as the identity on 
Ran[(B-X)-‘-(B-X)-‘QW;‘(X)Q*(B-A)-’]. 
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Since (A - h) = P*(B - X)P, we verify by direct computation that 
(A-x)(A-x)-‘=P*[I-QW;‘(A)Q*(B-h)-’]P=I. 
The relation (4.3) may be viewed as a statement of the Sherman-Morrison- 
Woodbury formula [19] and may be verified by checking that (A - X)(A - 
A))’ = I. n 
We are now ready to establish the duality relationships. For the extension 
and restriction problems, we consider first that A is an extension of B given 
by (2.1). Then B may be viewed as a restriction of A of the form (2.3) with A 
and B interchanged. The associated WA matrices are related by 
THEOREM 4.1. For the dual extension and restriction problems, W,(X) is 
unitarily equivalent to -W,-‘(X). 
Proof. By assumption B has the form B = P*AP for P given by 
p= I,. [ I 0 
Any Q complementary to P must have the form 
0 
Q=[ 1 U 
for some unitary U E C kxk. We compute using the definition of W,(X) 
[ 1 f (A-X)-‘[P Q]= P*(A-X)-‘P P*(A-X)-IQ Q*(A-A)-‘P 1 W,(A) . 
On the other hand (4.1) provides 
(&A)-‘[p Q]= f T (B-;)-l 
[ I[ 
’ -w,-'(h) T*[P I Ql* 
Multiplying out the last expression and comparing entries yields 
W,(h)=Q*(A-X)-‘Q= -U*W,(X)-‘U. n 
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The duality between the two modification problems, B + H, and A - H,, 
is embodied in their respective WA matrices, W,(h) and W-XX), in 
THEOREM 4.2. For the duul modification problems the WA matrix 
w _ A( A) is coflgm?nt to - Wi ‘(X) according to the relationship 
W_,(X) = - S-lWp(h)S-l. 
Proof. The two WA modification matrices are given explicitly by 
W,(A)=S-‘+Q*(B-A)-‘Q and W_A(X)=S-‘+Q*(A-X)-‘Q. 
If we substitute the expression for (A - X)-l given by (4.3) and simplify, we 
have the result. n 
Although extension and restriction-type problems appear to be quite 
different in character from modification problems, some remarkable connec- 
tions exist between them. We shall employ here some extensions of a 
transformation of Fichera [12] in order to show how extension and restriction 
problems of the form (2.1) and (2.3) are related to semidefinite matrix 
modifications of the form (2.7). 
Recall from the discussion of Section 2 that the eigenvalue problem for 
(2.3) is equivalent to the eigenvalue problem 
(B - QQ*B)x = Xx (4.5) 
with 
Q*x = 0. 
Pick y less than pi, the smallest eigenvalue of B, and observe that Equation 
(4.5) is equivalent to 
[B - QQ*(B - y)]x = hx (4.6a) 
with 
Q*x = 0. (4.6b) 
If we remove the side constraint Q*x = 0, then we introduce y as a new 
eigenvalue with multiplicity k. To see this, subtract yx from both sides and 
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observe first that 
(I- QQ*)(B-Y)X = (A -Y)X 
and then that the nullity of (I - QQ*)(B - y) is exactly k. 
Since B - y is positive definite, we may define 
T = (B - ~)l’~. 
Since T commutes with B, we may change variables in (4.6a) by setting 
TX = y. This gives 
(B - TQQ*T)y = Ay, (4.7) 
which evidently is a negative semidefinite rank-k modification of B. In order 
to see how the corresponding WA matrices are transformed, consider the 
orthogonal decomposition of TQ defined by TQ = UR with U E C m xk hav- 
ing orthonormal columns and R E C kx k upper triangular. Since - TQQ*T 
= U( - RR*)U*, we may put (4.7) into the standard form (2.8) and express 
the WA modification matrix (3.3) as 
w,(A)= -(RR*)-l+~*(~-A)-‘~. 
Substitution of U = TQR-’ shows 
W,(A) = (A - y)R*-‘W,(A)R-‘; 
hence we have 
THEOREM 4.3. Any rank-k restriction problem of the form (2.3) may be 
mapped to a negative semide$nite rank-k modification problem of the fm 
(2.7). Zf W,(X) denotes the original WA restrictiun matrix, then the resulting 
WA modij%ation matrix, W,(X), is congruent to (A - y)W,(A), where y may 
be chosen arbitrarily so long as y -C pFL1. 
In a similar vein, we present a converse to Theorem 4.3 that connects 
positive semidefinite rank-k modifications with rank-k extensions. The con- 
struction we use is similar in spirit, though it differs in detail, to one used by 
Thompson in [25]. 
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THEOREM 4.4. Any positive semidefinite rank-k modification problem of 
the form (2.7) may be mapped to a rank-k extension problem of the form 
(2.1). Zf W,(X) denotes the original WA modification matrix, then the 
resulting WA extension matrix, W,(X), is congruent to (A - y)W,( A), where 
y may be chosen arbitrarily provided that y < pL1. 
Proof. Fix a real number y < pi, and define T = (B - y)l12, C = TQS’12, 
and D = S + y where Q and S are defined in (2.8). By hypothesis S is positive 
definite, so S’12 is well defined. From (3.1) compute 
= (A - y)s”2[wL\(x)]s1’2. n 
Notice that in converting either from a rank-k restriction problem to a 
rank-k modification problem or from a rank-k modification problem to a 
rank-k extension problem, k new eigenvahres are introduced. With our 
construction, y becomes an eigenvalue of multiplicity k in the new problem 
in either case. 
5. INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION BOUNDS FOR EIGENVALUES 
In Section 3 we suggested a computational strategy based on spectrum 
slicing and factorizations of the WA matrix. Although in many realistic 
situations these evaluations and factorizations may be quite cheap, one may 
wish to make additional use of an available factorization of W(A). Recall from 
Section 3 that for A 6Z a(B), the WA matrices are singular if and only if 
X E a(A). This leads one to expect that the magnitude of IlW( X ) - ’ 11 should 
reflect the closeness of X to an eigenvalue of A (depending on context, II * (I 
will denote either the Euclidean vector or matrix operator norm). Further- 
more, one may observe that an available factorization for W(h) permits the 
computation of bounds to IlW( X) - ‘11 with relative ease. In this section, we 
consider explicit inclusion and exclusion bounds on the eigenvalues of A that 
are derivable from IlW(x)-‘Il. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let A be the result of an extension of B defined by (2.1), 
2.e., 
A= B c [ 1 C* D' 
Zf A 4 a(B) then 
Furthermore, if 
then 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
with 
t(A) =2+ 
llCl12 
minIpi - Xl2 * 
Proof. To show (5.1), we use the duality of extension and restriction 
problems expressed in Theorem 4.2. Define W,(h) = Q*(A - h)-‘Q with 
Q* = [0 IJ. Observe that 
To show (5.2), we have from (4.1) 
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since ll(B - X)-‘11 = [min(pj - A(]-‘. I n order to estimate ((Tl12 = ((T*T(( = p, 
observe that p is the largest eigenvalue of T*T, so multiplying out gives 
for some nontrivial x. Taking norms we find 
0 -d” G ~llCll”~I@ - A> -2)1p 
which implies that 
llT112= p Q 2+ (IC112[minlpi - hi21 -‘= t(x). 
Substitution and simplification provide (5.2). n 
Notice that since W,(X)- ’ is known to be a submatrix of (A - X)- ’ (see 
for example (1.9) of [23]), th e inequality (5.1) could be deduced immediately 
from that without use of duality. We may obtain similar types of bounds for 
restriction and modification problems with some additional effort. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A be the result of either a restriction or a modijka- 
tion of B having the fm (2.3) or (2.7). Zf W(X) denotes the corresponding 
WA mutrix (given by (3.2) or (3.3) as appropriate) then 
minIpi - Xl2 
((w(x)-‘((+minlPi-xI 
d minlX, - Xl. 
Furthermore, if IlW(X)-'11 > maxIpi - Xl, then 
minlXi - AJ G 
maxIpi - hi2 
(IWA)-‘(I-m~lPi-XI’ 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
Proof. We consider the modification problem first. To show (5.3), we 
begin by observing that if v is an eigenvalue of A but not of B, then 
W,(v)z = 0 for some nontrivial z E C k. This z will determine an eigenvector 
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of A corresponding to the eigenvalue v from 
x=(B-v)-~Qz. 
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(5.5) 
Scale z so that llxll= 1. Now, since 
W,(X)-W,(v)=(X-v)Q*(B-X)-‘(B-v)-lQ, 
we have upon postmultiplication by z and premultiplication by QW,( A)- ’ 
Qz=@-v)QW,(h)-‘Q*(B-X)-k. 
Now, use the definition of x in terms of z and rearrange to get 
(B-X)x=(X-r)[QW,(h)-‘Q*(B-X)%-X]. 
Take norms and recall that llQl[ = 1: 
minl~i-hl6II(B-h)XIIdIh-VI[IIW~(h)-1~~~I(B-h)-1II+1]. 
Since 
(I(B - X) -‘II = [minIpi - XI] -l, 
we have that 
minIpi - Xl2 
for all v E a(A) with Y @ a(B). However, if v E a(B) as 
immediately 
well, then we have 
IX - VI > minlp, - XI 2 
mm/pi - Ai2 
IlW*(M -ill +min)pi - XI * 
So (5.3) holds in either case. 
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To show (5.4), let z be chosen so that b*W,(X)-'zl = /Wa(h)-‘ll and 
llzll = 1. Define x = (B - h)Qz, and compute with the aid of (4.3) 
[minjh - hiI] -‘=Il(A - X)-‘11 
(5.6) 
If IIW,(h)p’II > malpi - XI, then 
1, maxIPi - Al l(Qz)*(B - X)(Qz) I 
))%(x)-‘J~ a )p*o-‘~j * 
Likewise, 
(IWAW -q IpY?m -Ill 
~I(B - A)(Qz) iI2 ’ maxIPi - Al2 ’ 
Thus, 
which may be rearranged to get (5.4). 
For restriction problems, (5.3) may be verified with no substantial change 
in argument; however, W,(X) replaces WA(h), 
x=P*(B-v)-lQz 
is used instead of (5.5), and Px is used instead of x in subsequent expressions. 
To show (5.4) for restriction problems, again a similar line of argument is 
used as above. The first inequality in (5.6) is no longer evident a priori, but 
since 
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we may deduce that the solution to 
max IY*[(B-~)-~-(B-x)-'Qw,(x)-~Q*(B-~)-']YI 
YEC" Y*Y 
is attained for some y E Ran(P). Thus, 
and (5.6) will hold with W,(X) replacing W,(X). n 
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 provide information that allow one to ascertain 
gaps or clusters in the spectrum of A, centered at points of evaluation for the 
WA matrix. This derived information could be coupled with the spectrum- 
slicing formulas of Section 3 in order to “direct” an eigenvalue localization 
scheme. Taking bisection as an example, when an interval is bisected one 
may find the number of eigenvalues in each of the two resulting subintervals 
[using the spectrum-slicing formulas (3.6), (3.9), or (3.14)] and then, through 
an evaluation of the exclusion bounds (5.2) or (5.3), immediately replace 
those two subintervals with two smaller ones still containing all eigenvalues 
that he within the original bisected interval. Although a faster linear conver- 
gence rate may result in some cases, it is not clear that this would sufficiently 
offset the additional cost of evaluating (5.2) or (5.3). Some recent computa- 
tional work related to rapid resolution of intermediate problems [6] suggests 
that a bisection-type algorithm might best be used simply to isolate the 
eigenvalues into disjoint subintervals, whereupon a more rapid locally conver- 
gent scheme could be applied within each subinterval to quickly close on the 
eigenvalue. Judicious use of the derived information available from the 
inclusion-exclusion bounds of this section might then allow an earlier transi- 
tion to the final rapidly convergent phase. We will consider practical issues 
such as these in a series of later works. 
Notes added in proojI A recent article by J. Maddocks (“Restricted quadratic 
forms, inertia theorems, and the Schur complement”; to appear this journal) 
provides, among other results, a version of our result (3.9) for the special case 
X = 0. It appears that the index theory developed by Hestenes and more 
recently by Maddocks for restricted quadratic forms and the Weinstein- 
Aronszajn theory of intermediate problems are parallel developments in 
substantial ways, although these have been regarded as different. 
Prof. Gene Golub pointed out to us his work with P. Arbenz and W. 
Gander in which versions of (3.9) and (3.14) for positive definite S are 
developed (P. Arbenz, W. Gander, and G. H. Golub, “Restricted rank 
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modification of the symmetric eigenvalue problem: theoretical considerations”, 
Numerical Analysis Project Manuscript NA-8743, March 1987, Stanford 
University). Arbenz and Golub later extended these results to indefinite S (P. 
Arbenz and G. H. Golub, “On the spectral decomposition of Hermitian 
matrices subjected to indefinite low rank perturbations with applications” 
Numerical Analysis Project Manuscript NA-87-07, July 1987, to appear SIAM 
Jour. Matrix Anal. & Appl.). 
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